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ABSTRACT 

 
Logarithms of imaginary numbers are defined by Euler’s equation in polar form with real X-axis and imaginary Y-axis. 
In the present paper, a new concept of logarithms is developed from the basic principles to derive the logarithms of 
imaginary numbers in rectangular form with both X and Y axes  being imaginary. Logarithms of imaginary numbers to a 
real base with an imaginary multiplicative coefficient are real numbers. This concept generalizes the multiplication and 
division of real and imaginary numbers using logarithms in rectangular form. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The concept of logarithms was introduced by John Napier 
(1950-1617), a Scottish mathematician (Lexa, 2013). It 
took Napier about twenty years to complete his tables, 
which laid the foundation of a new computational 
technique to comprehend numerals of transcendental size 
(Clark and Montelle, 2011). Napier provided an 
arithmetic measure of a geometric ratio (Roegel, 2012). 
Several prominent scientists like Joost Burgi, Johannes 
Kepler, Gregoire de Saint-Vincent, Leonard Euler and 
others contributed to the development of logarithms 
(Lexa, 2013; Wikipedia, 2014a,b). The term “imaginary” 
for imaginary numbers was coined by Rene Descartes in 
1637 (Wikipedia, 2014c). Gottfried Leibnitz and John 
Bernoulli-I were the first scientists who initiated 
discussion on the logarithms of real negative, and 
imaginary numbers in the year 1745 (Bal, 2014). Euler 
(1749) defined the exponential function and related it to 
the natural logarithm. He proved that Lebnitz was correct 
in claiming that the logarithms of negative numbers are 
imaginary (Cajori, 1913). Leibnitz and Newton gave the 
presently used terminology of the logarithms (Lefort, 
2013). The logarithmic function has become 
indispensable to the understanding and development of 
science and technology, and computational techniques. 
 
Neparian logarithms of real positive numbers (x) are 
defined as, yxb =log , such that xb y = , 
where y is a real number, and b is a real positive number 
base of the logarithm (generally 10, or 2 or e). In its 
integral form, the natural logarithmic function is defined 
as  

∫ >=
x

xdttx
1

0,)/1()ln(  . 

Natural logarithm is the inverse function of natural 
exponential function. Logarithms were initially defined 
for all real positive numbers, until Euler described 
logarithms of complex and negative numbers, which 
expanded the field of logarithms. 
 

Complex numbers can be represented using an Argand 
diagram, in which X-axis is a real axis and Y-axis is an 
imaginary axis (Fig. 1). A point in the Argand diagram 
represents a complex number, iyx + , where x and y are 

real numbers, and 1−=i .  

  
Fig. 1. Argand diagram for logarithms of complex 
numbers. *Corresponding author email: akthukral.gndu@gmail.com 
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Euler (1749) gave a formula known as Euler’s identity 
(Cajori, 1913): 

xixei sincos +=θ , 

where,  θ  is the polar angle in radians between X-axis 
and the line joining the point (x, iy) with the origin. For 

πθ = , 

01 =+πie   

 

This defined the logarithm of (-1), 

πie =− )1(log . 

 

Logarithms of complex numbers may be obtained by 
converting the rectangular coordinates of the complex 
number (x, iy) into polar coordinates as follows: 

θireiyx =+ , 

where, r is the magnitude of the radial line for the 
coordinates (x, iy), and θ is the polar angle in radians as 
given by, 

22 yxr += ,  

x
y1tan−=θ . 

Thus started the field of logarithms of complex numbers. 
The logarithm of a complex number is obtained as 
follows:  

yr = , 

θiriyx ee +=+ log)(log . 
 
The logarithms of imaginary numbers are obtained from 
the above equation with 0=x , and  
 

2/πθ =  radians (≈1.570796 radians), 
)2/(log)(log πiyiy ee += . 

 
This paper is intended to develop a general concept of 
logarithms applicable to both real and imaginary numbers 
on a rectangular coordinate system. 
 
1. Logarithms of imaginary numbers 
Recently, Thukral and Parkash (2014) generalized the 
logarithms of real positive numbers and real negative 
numbers in a rectangular coordinate system as follows: 
 

ycxbc =)(log , , such that cxbc y =)( ; 1,0 >> bx , 
                                                                                     (1.1) 
 
where c is +1 for logarithms of real positive numbers, and 
-1 for logarithms of real negative numbers. In this paper 
the author now extends this generalized concept to the 
logarithms of imaginary numbers. Putting the coefficient 
c equal to (+i) or (–i) in equation (1.1), logarithms of 
positive imaginary numbers and negative imaginary 
numbers on rectangular coordinate system may be 
defined: 
 
Logarithms of positive imaginary numbers 

yxibi =++ )(log , ,                 (1.2) 

such that xibi y )()( +=+ , 1,0 >> bx , and 
logarithms of negative imaginary numbers 

yxibi =−− )(log , ,     (1.3) 

such that xibi y )())(( −=− , 1,0 >> bx . 
 
There thus follows the equivalence between the 
logarithms of positive and negative imaginary numbers 
(equations 1.2, 1.3): 

xixi bibi )(log)(log ,, −=+ −+ , 1,0 >> bx . 
 
In a rectangular coordinate system with both X and Y 
axes are real, the area (integral) under the curve above X 
axis is real positive, and area above the curve under X 
axis is real negative (Fig. 2). However, since the 
reciprocals of imaginary numbers will also be imaginary 
numbers, that is, ixix −=/1  and ixix =− )/(1 , the 
graph between ix and 1/ix can be better plotted on 
imaginary-imaginary (Im-Im) plot. Representing Im-Im 
axes as iX and iY, the nature of area (integral) under or 
above the curve gets reversed than in the Real-Real axes 
(X and Y) plot  (Fig. 3). 
 
A graph of the reciprocals of imaginary numbers on Im-
Im plot shows the position of the hyperbolas (Fig. 4). 
Since, ii −=)/1( , the curve appears in the IV quadrant 
for positive imaginary numbers and in the II quadrant for 
negative imaginary numbers. The integral form of natural 
imaginary logarithms in rectangular plane will be 

icoricxdttcx
cx

c
ec −=+=>= ∫ ,,,0,)1()(log ,   (1.4) 

By substitution, the integral for logarithm of positive 
imaginary numbers will be 

xiei )(log , ++ ∫∫
+
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  (1.5) 

∫
+

+
+ =+

xi

i
ei dttxi

)(

1)(
, )1()(log , 0>x . 

It is seen that multiplication of lower and upper limits of 
the interval of integration (equations 1.4, 1.5) with a 
constant does not change the logarithm of a number,  

0,)1(log , >= ∫ xdttcx
cx

c
ec , 

∫∫ −=
ccx

ec dttdttcx
11

, )1()1(log = ccx ee loglog − , 

xcxc eeee loglogloglog =−+ . 
 
As for example, it may be verified from the computation 
of area under the curve with the help of a software, that 

693.0)/1()/1()/1()/1()2ln(
2

1

1
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Therefore, the logarithms of imaginary numbers will be 
the same as for positive real numbers, 

∫ >=++

x

ei xdttxi
1

, 0,)1()(log . (1.6) 

Similarly, the integral equation for logarithms of negative 
imaginary numbers will be 

xiei )(log , −− = ∫
−

−

−
1

)1(
x

dtt , 0>x . (1.7) 

The logarithms of both positive and negative imaginary 
numbers will be real numbers (equations 1.6, 1.7). 
 
A graph of logarithm of imaginary numbers in the 
rectangular coordinate system is given in figure 5. If the 
base of the function is Euler’s constant e, then, 
 

ixei y =)( , that is, yixei =)(log , , 0>x , and 

ixei y −=− )( , that is, yixei =−− )(log , , 0>x . 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 2. Area graph for both axes being real (X, Y) (Re-Re plot). 
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Fig. 3. Area graph for both axes being imaginary (iX, iY)(Im-Im plot). 

 

Fig. 4. Curves for hyperbolas transcribed by ixy /1= in rectangular plane with both X and Y axes being imaginary
(Im-Im plot). 
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The logarithm of i will be, 0)(log , =ibi , since, 

ibi =)( 0 , and the logarithm of i−  will be, 

0)(log , =−− ibi , since, ibi −=− )( 0 .  
 
Log natural of imaginary number coefficient, c. For 

ic +=  or ic −= , 0log , =cec . That is, 

0)(log , =++ iei  and 0)(log , =−− iei . 
 
The inverse function of logarithm of natural positive 
imaginary logarithm will be xei)(+ , 0>x . Similarly, 
the inverse function of logarithm of natural negative 
imaginary function will be xei)(− , 0>x , as given in 
figure 6. 
 
A comparison of natural logarithms of imaginary numbers 
in polar and rectangular forms reveals that the real part of 
the two forms is equal (Table 1). The polar form 
logarithms have an imaginary part equal to )2/(πi or 

)2/(πi− , for logarithms of ix+ or  ix− respectively. 
  
2. Logarithmic operations on imaginary numbers 
As per the present concept, logarithmic multiplication and 
division of imaginary and real numbers may be carried 
out.  
 
Multiplication: For c1 and c2 same or different imaginary 
number coefficients icc +=21 ,( or )i−  

)(log)(log)(log 2121,22,11, 2121
xxccxcxc bccbcbc =+ ,

1,0, 21 >> bxx . (2.1) 
 

For example if c1=+i, c2= -i, b=10, x1=100, x2=1000 
100000)(log1000)(log100)(log 2

),(10,10, 2 iii
biii −=−++

−−+
 

100000)1(log ,1 += + b
 

Real and imaginary numbers can be presented in terms of 
the powers of imaginary numbers, such as, 

)( ii i −=− , )1( 0 +=i , )( 1 ii += , )1( 2 −=i , 

)( 3 ii −= , )1( 4 +=i . 
 
Let ),,( 21

nm iicc = . Following general equation for the 
multiplication of real numbers and imaginary numbers is 
thus derived 
 

)(log)(log)(log 21,2,1, xxixixi nm
bi

n
bi

m
bi nmnm

+
+=+ , 

1,0, 21 >> bxx . (2.2) 
Division: If c1, c2 are the same or different imaginary 
number coefficients, icc +=21 ,( or )i−  
 

)/()(log)(log)(log 2211),/(22,11, 2121
xcxcxcxc bccbcbc =− , 

1,0, 21 >> bxx   

21,2,1, /)(log)(log)(log xxixixi nm
bi

n
bi

m
bi nmnm

−
−=−

 (2.3) 
 
Power: Log of power function, )( nxc , ic +=  or 

ic −= will be, 
)(log)(log ,, cxnxc bc

n
bc = , 1,0 >> bx  

For ic +=  

)])(([log)])([(log ,, xinxi bi
n

bi +=+ ++
, 1,0 >> bx  

For ic −=  

Table 1. Logarithms of some numbers in Euler’s polar form and the proposed rectangular form.* 
 

Imaginary number Euler’s polar form logarithm 
(Complex number) 

Rectangular form logarithm with imaginary 
number base as per the present concept 

(Real number) 
xi)(  xie )(log  xiei )(log ,  

0.5 i -0.693+1.570 i -0.693 
i 0+1.570 i 0 

1.5 i 0.405+1.570 i 0.405 
2 i 0.693+1.570 i 0.693 

xi)(−  xie )(log  xiei )(log , −−  

-0.5 i -0.693-1.570 i -0.693 
- i 0-1.570 i 0 

-1.5 i 0.405-1.570 i 0.405 
-2 i 0.693-1.570 i 0.693 

 
*The software used in this paper are Function Calculator (Gang, 2014), Draw Function Graphs – Plotter – Recheronline,   Complex 
Number Calculator (Pierce, 2014) and MS-Excel. 
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Fig. 5. Logarithmic curve for positive (right) and negative (left)  imaginary numbers. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Graph for positive (upper curve) and negative (lower curve) imaginary exponential functions. 
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1,0)],)([log)])([(log ,, >>−=− −− bxxinxi bi
n

bi   
 
Given below is an example involving the multiplication 
and division of real and imaginary numbers with the help 
of cxec,log , where b = e; c = +1, -1, +i, or  -i; and x>0. 
The symbol * represents multiplication. 
 

i
iiy

20*50
)30(*)15(*)10(*25 −+−

= , 

 
=)(log , yec )15*(log)10*1(log)25*1(log ,,1,1 ieiee +−+ −

)20*(log)50*1(log)30*(log ,,1, ii eieei −−−+ −
 

 
= 3.21887+2.30258+2.70805+3.4012-3.91202-2.99573 
= 4.72295. 

iiiic =−−= ]*1/[)](**)1(*1[ . 
iiy 5.112)72295.4exp(* == . 

 
Therefore, the logarithms of imaginary numbers and real 
numbers in the rectangular form may provide an effective 
tool for calculations. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Logarithms of imaginary numbers were defined by Euler 
on a polar coordinate system with imaginary Y axis and 
real X axis. In the present paper, logarithms of imaginary 
numbers have been defined on a rectangular coordinate 
system consisting of both X and Y axes as imaginary 
axes. Hyperbolas formed in the IV and II quadrants may 
be used to define logarithms of positive and negative 
imaginary numbers respectively.  Logarithms of 
imaginary numbers with (+i) or (-i) coefficient to the base 
are real numbers. This concept of logarithms will provide 
a useful technique to multiply and divide real and 
imaginary numbers using logarithms on a rectangular 
coordinate system, similar to the logarithms of real 
positive numbers. 
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